MID-SIZED LANDSCAPE BLOCK (Separate Left and Right block required)

Used for 90 degree corners on Mid-Size Landscape block walls.
(Left block shown)

Block Weight: 405 lbs.

TOP CAP

Top cap creates a block 6 inches high, 24 inches wide at the front and 18 wide at the back. Stacked head to toe, blocks will lie straight. Laid front facing out, will curve back. Laid back facing out, will curve in.

Block Weight: 450 lbs.

MID-SIZE LANDSCAPE BLOCK

Blocks weigh only 560 pounds each. Tapered sides allow for laying curved walls (8 ft. radius to face of block).

Block Weight: 560 lbs.

MID-SIZE LANDSCAPE HALF BLOCK

Half blocks with tapered sides for laying curved walls.

Block Weight: 280 lbs.
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Specializing in Retaining Walls and Paving Bricks
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